Internet Telemedicine
Delivers Care —
Anywhere
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Internet telemedicine can
significantly improve the
quality of medicine you
provide your patients.
Studies show that 40% of rural residents travel 30 minutes or more
just to receive medical care of any kind, let alone specialty care.
Healthcare telemedicine communication is changing that by making
quality healthcare accessible anywhere in the world through two-way,
interactive, real-time communication over the Internet.
Not only are telemedicine solutions giving underserved populations
access to urban medical centers, but they also enable new level of care
by facilitating the quick exchange of EMR (Electronic Medical Records)
and digital images. In effect, they are creating an Internet medical
center available anywhere.
These solutions are revolutionizing patient care, but they only work
if there is a reliable Internet connection. As part of their our focus,
SkyFidelity is dedicated to making sure that there can always be a
connection to what matters most, anywhere, at any time.

Satellite for primary connectivity
SkyFidelity provides lightning fast broadband Internet via satellite
for telemedicine & telehealth at reliability rates that routinely top
99%. Our service:
• Is metered to offer uncongested, low-latency data transmission.
• Provides a direct connection to the U.S. Internet backbone for fewer
points of congestion or failure.
• Features telemedicine communication solutions that are customizable
to your specific needs. Fixed satellite dishes can mount to poles, roofs, or
vehicles and provide mobile and portable solutions so you can deliver
medicine and healthcare to patients where, and when, it matters most

Unlike land-based ISPs
(Internet Service Providers)
that rely solely on the local
infrastructure to support
your Internet telemedicine
needs, a SkyFidelity satellite
connection isn’t vulnerable to
the same natural or man-made
disasters, which can interrupt
your service with something as
simple as a water main break
or power outage.
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Satellite for business continuity and EMR

Using SkyFidelity satellite for telemedicine & telehealth keeps your healthcare facility running and gives you
access to patients’ Electronic Medical Records at all times. We provide redundant Internet access that gives you
the ability to automatically switch traffic among multiple Internet connections. When one link goes down, you
get WAN/ISP failover that automatically switches your critical Internet telemedicine traffic to your SkyFidelity
connection, for access to cloud-based EMRs, even when terrestrial lines go down. Meanwhile, – quality of service
prioritization guarantees bandwidth to your most important telemedicine & telehealth applications.

SkyFidelity satellite for security

We realize HIPAA compliance is critical to Internet telemedicine. That is why we use satellite internetVPN
(Virtual Private Networks) and Private IP (Internet Protocol) networks at encryption levels that satisfy even
the most security-conscious federal agencies. You can be confident that when you use SkyFidelity Internet
for communications, you can exchange EMRs and hold two-way audio and video conferences, while keeping
patient information protected.

Make Internet telemedicine a part of your practice
SkyFidelity can provide the broadband access you need in as fast as 10 days, for Internet telemedicine that
will significantly improve the quality of medicine you provide your patients.
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SkyFidelity Satellite Internet Service Plans
SkyFidelity solutions are revolutionizing patient care, but they only work if there is a reliable Internet
connection. As part of their our focus, SkyFidelity is dedicated to making sure that there can always be a
connection to what matters most, anywhere, at any time.

Contact us directly to receive SkyFidelity service plans and prices:

Timothy P. Peabody
Chief Executive Officer
Phone: 949-420-0678
timothy.peabody@skyfidelityinc.com
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Robert Buck
Director of Sales
Phone: 949-436-0462
robert.buck@skyfidelityinc.com
Shawn Schaper
Phone: 727-385-0164
shawn.schaper@skyfidelityinc.com
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